In the dark times
Will there be singing?
Yes, there will also be singing
About the dark times
-Bertolt Brecht, ”Motto to the
‘Svendborg Poems’” (1939)
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about the performers:
Alejandro Toldeo Acierto was born in Chicago (off the Brown Line) in the
late-early/early-mid-1980s. His sister is a photographer, his parents are
spending more and more of their time in Arizona, he and Rob are spending
more and more time in Evanston. He holds degrees from DePaul, Manhattan
School of Music and the University of Illinois at Chicago, where he teaches.
His practice encompasses sound—like, actual music both composed and
improvised, alone and in ensembles (including Dal Niente, which he cofounded)—, video, performance and a range of objects. Recent works tackle
breath, smoke, speculative archives and too-readily forgotten Filipino
histories. To get a sense of how these ideas intersect and find form, you can
visit the Mission Chicago right now or Corner later. (Jesse Malmed)
www.alejandroacierto.com
Jesse Malmed is a holographer that facilitates poetry.
He was raised by psychedelic mystics in a not so baron dessert called Sante
Fe, New Mexico. Words Words words, he likes the way they sound, the way
they look, the way they phatasmagorically assemble into coherent and
non-coherent language. As a true to form Sagittarius, you might categorize
Jesse as philosophical (etymology: love of wisdom), but he might more
reliably identify with “the only thing essential is that you must constantly
make it up as you go along.” Some circles take him seriously enough that
to let him perform his antics in museums, galleries, cinemas, and blanket
forts. Some circles take him seriously enough that they even let him
organize other artists to run a muck in enclosed spaces of high and low
pedigree. They probably take him seriously because he has fancy degrees,
like BFAs and MFAs, from accredited institutions, like Bard College and
UIC, he corrupts the youths’ minds with “education,” and he is in general a
congenial optimist people seem to like having around. (Liz McCarthy)
www.jessemalmed.net
Jimmy Schaus is a filmmaker and musician from Chicago.
(Alejandro Acierto has nothing to say about him).
Liz McCarthy’s “spirit animal” is a raccoon evinced by her intelligence,
dexterity, coloring, occasional reputation as pest, and willingness to dive
right into the goo goo muck. Pawing around at the soggy bottom of a
river bed she erects objects that exist in a border space between ceramics, homemade instrument design, nest building and scatological play. She
has constructed caves from toxic trash, inspired raucous communal whistle
circles, baffled audiences with tonally ambiguous New Age workshops,
dirtied up countless white cubes, and experimented with psychic clairvoyance like a more benevolent Dr. McKeever from Brian de Palma’s “The Fury”.
This young mammal’s work reminds us of the charge of strange communal
experiences, the importance of play and improvisation, and that resistance
isn’t futile—it’s fecal! (Jimmy Schaus)
www.liz-mccarthy.com
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Jimmy Schaus
My love for the Cars’ “Let the
Good Times Roll” was reignited
after a stoned viewing of
Richard Linklater’s “Everybody
Wants Some!!,” which ends
as the song plays and the
viewer is lodged in the head
space of the film’s protagonist,
Jake, dreamily looking out
into the “great wide open” of
the next four years of college
after the summer holiday (an
ending which echoes Mitch
from “Dazed and Confused,”
exhausted from an all night
party and on the cusp of high
school, going to sleep with
headphones blaring “Slow
Ride”). Oh, Linklater, how I
treasure your endings which
are anything but. But I digress.

ABOUT THE EVENT:
“Let the Good Times Roll” is a
killer song-candy coated but
a little bit ominous. It’s hard to
imagine Ric Ocasek delivering
the lines “let them brush your
rock and roll hair” without
an evil little wink underneath
his perpetually worn black
shades (no surprise this guy
was a huge fan of Suicide and
produced their second album).

A SONG AN HOUR
Performed by Alejandro Acierto & Jesse Malmed &
Jimmy Schaus & Liz McCarthy
“Concept” and “Curated” by Chris Reeves
part of 2nd Floor Rear: Ritual, 2017
Micro-revolutions
happen everyday, they’re
just so miniature we can’t
see them. A Song an Hour
presents a cycle of literal
micro-revolutions: one
performer for one hour
sings one song of their
choice over and over until
the hour is finished
(program length: 4
hours/4 performers). A
Song an Hour is a live mixtape for the Andy Warhol

Ric Ocasek ca. 1979

Jake in the final moments of Richard
Linklater’s “Everybody Wants Some!!”

Instagram filter age:
repetition and endurance
- long a bedfellow for the
market and critical but
nonetheless complicit art
strategies - is put under a
literal spotlight and surrogated through the simple
act of song. When we sing
the same thing over and
over again can we stumble
upon a new note, a new
gesture, a new moment, a
new economy?

Suicide
(Martin Rev & Alan Vega)

Mitch in the final moments of Richard
Linklater’s “Dazed and Confused”

I’ve slowed things down and
fuzzed them out for this
occasion - more caramel
bubbling on the stove than
soda pouring out the fountain.
22
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In the September of 1988...

Liz McCarthy

ced when things
go wrong, but in
relation to past
happenings, it
is idle merely to
wish that they
might have been
otherwise. The
frozen past is
what it is, and
ano amount of
worrying is going
to make it other
than what it has
In Mehar Baba’s primary
text “Discourses” he
been. But the
writes:
limited ego-mind
identifies itself
“There are few
with it’s past, gets
things in the mind
entangled with it
which eat up as
and keeps alive the
much as energy as pangs of frustrated
worry. It is one of
desires. Thus worry
the most difficult
continues to grow
things not to worry into the mental
about anything.
life of man until
Worry is experien- the ego-mind is 7
In the September of 1988,
Bobby Mc Ferrin released
his hit, “Don’t Worry, Be
Happy.” This phraseology
was appropriated from
my father’s spiritaul guru
Meher Baba, a nowdeceased Indian man
originating from a Suffi
tradition who promoted
a universalist practice
of spirituality. Bobby
McFerrin heard the
phraseology in passing,
liked it’s meaning, and
turned it into a song.

1
burdened by the
past. Worry is
also experienced
in relation to the
future when the
future is expected
to be disagreeable
in some way. In
this case it seeks
to justify itself as
a necessary part
of the attempt
to prepare for
coping with
the anticipated
situations. But
things can never

be helped merely
by worrying.
Besides, many of
the things which
are anticipated
never turn up,
or if they do
occur, they turn
out to be much
more acceptable
than they were
expected to be.
Worry is the
product of feverish
imagination
working under the
stimulus of desires.
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It is a living
through of
sufferings which
are mostly our
own creation.
Worry has never
done anyone any
good, and it is very
much worse than
mere dissipation
of psychic energy,
for it substantially
curtails the joy and
fullness of life.”

As a kid, my father
repeated this phrase to
me many times when I
was having a hard time,
or feeling sad. In the
current political climate
of the Trump era, I have
been rethinking the
meaning of “Don’t Worry,
Be Happy,” and the
issue of complacency in
relationship to the liberal
left. I wonder if hte words
“Don’t Worry, Be Happy”
had the same meaning
for an African American
man in the 1980’s as they
did for an Indian guri
in the 1960s, or if those
words can have the same
meaning for a white
westerner imbedded
in a liberal democratic
ideology. In the song,
McFerrin describes a
marginalized existence
where he is evicted by his
landlord because he can’t
pay the rent, and then
faces additional penalty
from the legal system
because of his poverty.
Listening to the lyrics of
the song, it is not always
clear if Bobby McFerrin is
using this as a phrase of
pessimissm or optimism.
9

The character in the song
is faced with a world that
seems like it is against
him, and historically has
been, but is still asking
hiim to smile? As a
woman, I have also been
asked to “smile,” by men,
in moments I don’t feel
like smiling...
Public Enemy responded
to Bobby McFerrin with
“Fight the Power” in
1989. Chuck D explained,
“Because ‘Don’t Worry,
Be Happy’ doesn’t apply
to protests. If you’re
not worried and you’re
happy, you’re like, ‘why
protest?’ Not everybody’s
gonna feel like that.”
In this performance,
I experiment with
alterning the “Don’t
Worry, Be Happy”
phraseology in Karaoke
form, to find possible
words that can speak
to our contemporary
moment., where the
recourse of history,
liberalism, and capitalism
have converged into a
tumultuous state. The
phrase, “Don’t Worry,
Be Happy” remains
ambiguous as a political

3
and apolitical mantra.
Positions of worry,
unsettling, or disquiet can
be important in order to
achieve disruption and
resistance, motivating
urgency that leads
to a collective call to
action. But how does
one also find moments
of happiness in time of
turbulence, or find joy in
the act of protest? Can
a smile also be an act of
resistance?

1. Still from Bobby McFerrin’s
music video for “Don’t Worry, Be
Happy,” 1988
2. Meher Baba image from
wikiquote.org
3. Harvey Ball Smiley Face
drawing ca. 1970
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BUT OF COURSE NO ONE
LISTENS TO
WILLIAM HUNG...

Chris Reeves
“There is nothing inherently unpleasant or nasty about a
dissonance: insofar as any chord can be said to be beautiful
outside of the context of a specific work of music, some of the
most mellifluous are dissonances.... It is not ... the human ear or
nervous system that decides what is a dissonance…A dissonance
is defined by its role in the musical ‘language’, as it makes
possible the movement from tension to resolution which is at the
heart of what may be generally called expressivity”
Charles Rosen, Arnold Schoenberg (Chicago, 1996), 24-25

But of Course, No One Listens to William Hung
Yet, Hung’s heroism lies in his representation of
the American dream of opportunity simultaneously
deferred and realized. “I already gave my best and
I have no regrets at all,” was his response to the
American Idol (1) judges for his rendition of Ricky
Martin’s “She Bangs” in 2004. That he sings like he
is being swallowed by quicksand, that he is clearly
incapable of the demands for criterions of aesthetic
quality in sound is what makes his expressivity, and
a humiliating broadcast rejection of it, all the more
potent.
This is because sound, as Theodor Adorno theorized
back in the 1920s, as a manufactured carrion of
message is something of a falsehood. (2) theorized
back in the 1920s, as a manufactured carrion of
message is something of a falsehood. What value
comes from upholding sonic social (market) markers
of quality (3)for a song like “She Bangs”? “You’re
from upholding sonic social (market) markers of
quality for a song like “She Bangs”? “You’re switching
sounds like a Gemini/You’re playing games and now
you’re hitting my heart like a drum/ Yeah Baby,” goes

2

It is a living
through of
sufferings which
are mostly our
own creation.
Worry has never
done anyone any
good, and it is very
much worse than
mere dissipation
of psychic energy,
for it substantially
curtails the joy and
fullness of life.”

a verse. These lyrics aren’t presented here in some
shaming mission to reveal poetic impotence in pop
music songwriting but are instead meant to point out
that if we tether message to medium – here singing
– we must consider matrixes of how well that message is carried. Given the banality of Martin’s message (the snippet provided is a good summation of
“She Bangs”), we could assume that Hung could perform it however he saw fit. That his effort is still perceived a “failure,” at least by our aesthetic qualifiers
of sound and the three Idol judges who gate-keep the
Prince Charming that is fame and fortune, brings us
to the real matter at hand: that of embodiment in the
domain of the social. How well does Hung represent
Martin? How well can Hung represent any singer? If
the answer to both is “not well” then we can confirm
that he is indeed unique in his incapability, and, far
from an Idol, is instead more like us.
Singing, for the domain of “us, ” (4) is often discreet.
This type of singing is often in private: the shower,
the car-ride to work, etc. When we bring it into the
public domain, with it’s syncretic scrutiny, we take
a calculated risk and avoid certain forbidden architectures altogether (sites of commerce, mass transit, etc.). In this way architecture takes on the same
character of social embodiment that separates the
Idol from the poor emulator (as, again, Adorno would
explicate with the phonograph being a poor furniture
stand-in for the opera singer ).
(5)Which explains why we
don’t see karaoke at
Carnegie Hall or
Les Miserables every
Tuesday night at the bar
across the street. (6)
Matthew Broderick as Ferris Bueller singing in the shower imitating a private but familiar singing moment for movie cameras and our inevitable invisible eyeballs.

Karaoke attempts an egalitarian virtue – at least
to what can be constrained to the song selection’s
available in those thick white binders – a kind of
new colossus for the vocal range, discriminating
neigh the tempest-tost voices in want of serenade.
On account of this, it’s galling when someone sings
karaoke well. Pity the poor tuneless individual who
singing “Welcome to the Jungle” must follow an
impeccable “Someone Like You.” Karaoke affords us
the opportunity to do what Hung does: expressivity
over emulation (7) , decided “best we can with no
regrets,” despite the cynical emptiness that such
an expression, when contextualized through reality
television, might mean. We can be “us” in public,
we can move the bad bathroom song-craft into a
microphone in front of strangers who, while perhaps
quietly scrutinizing, aren’t expecting anything more
or less from our in/capabilities.
This is not to say that those who sing well aren’t
invited to the love-in. These individuals intersect
in the social in a different way. They have, either
through study or “gift” the perspicuity to surpass
those they emulate. Whitney Houston could make
Dolly Parton her own without any perceived
disservice to the “original.” Which is to say, they do
something of a different character in regards to the
novel, something more familiar in its ability to be
capitalized on (on the other hand, Hung did indeed
get a record deal based on his poor Idol audition, so
there are, sometimes, exceptions ). (8)
To advocate for the de-skilled or slack markers of
quality in regards to ability is a contentious position
given our current political circumstances in which the
image of poor quality gives the masses the illusion
that they are in control of their circumstances. (9)
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Florence Foster Jenkins performing at an “Invitation Only”
event at her home ca. 1937

Program excerpt from Jenkins’ Carnegie Hall Show, 1944.
She died 48 hours later (cause: bad reviews or syphillis)

Indeed, we could take the critical point of view in
regards to karaoke as a familiar refrain of alienation,
the pangs to the bourgeoisie through imbibing in
the hymns of the marketplace. The Voice or Carpool
Karaoke or Idol is a kind of “top tier” karaoke after
all, a spectacle posing as an American dream singing
fantasy camp. For the melancholic scavenger there is
no shortage of bleak diagnoses of the fickle shotgun
weddings between such spectacles and capital.
What I am attempting to say, is that to think that we
are oppositional simply by the virtue of the sounds
that come out of our mouth in the form of a melody,
whether visualized as the crisp or jagged lines of a
cartoon eighth note, means we have a kind of power
(which is, of course, why it can be marketed and
made a spectacle so well). To think that this power
could be held at bay by television judges, or gongs, or
the historic function of brick and mortar is simply a
symptom of the litany of the social impositions placed
upon us by those who profit from mandating spheres
of “quality” for the human being. Of course, such
sweeping utopian sentiments are, to quote Thomas
Pynchon on the 1960s, a “little parenthesis of light,”
which is to say, the moment in which our collective
wounds are made concrete. Perhaps, through song,
over and over again, in spaces that don’t demand it,
in places that don’t deserve it, in keys and pitches
that should never be hit, can those wounds be
presented to us, the social Doubting Thomas, to be
touched and felt and believed in again.
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NOTES
(1) AMERICAN IDOL is a televisual manufactory, an A&R scout made manifest
over the course of forty-some hours a season. It is by no means covert in it’s
pretense: the goal is to be made into a pop-musician. Like other well-crafted
postmodernisms, popular television entertainment is able to simultaneously
imbibe and distance in this in part because 1.) television is a “no-place,” despite
2.) present studio audiences and the 3.) pretense by performers that they aren’t
being watched by people at home, and 4.)simulates a sense of reality(and
therefore any real “stakes”) meaning individuals can be disparaged and
celebrated (sometimes simultaneously) without real consequence.
(2) Adorno, “The Curves of the Needle,” trans. Thomas Y. Levin, in Adorno, Essays
on Music, ed. Richard Leppert (Berkeley and Los Angeles, 2002), 271-276.
(3) To think about what “quality” is we can consider this old axiom:
“My kid could paint that.”
- m kid ko od pant T Hat
1. A term of derision aimed at a vision of a painting (probably hanging in an
institution) that appears to be lacking any plausible physical or creative labor
(usually the genre of abstraction).
2. This is also shorthand for a default of biological development. If one were to
look at a painting a child did and say, “this looks like an abstract painting I saw
in a museum once and this is a terrible effort at painting” it would be a waste of
one’s critical faculties. Children are not supposed to be “good” painters because
their expressivity harbors no criterion of quality. Which gives the term it’s kick:
this painting is bad because it looks like the painter doesn’t care about or is
willfully avoiding that which is aesthetically acceptable.
(4) “Us” is in that tricky fold of distanced collectivism
(the internet, for example) and individualism (which
helps to explain the irony of a discreet social practice
generally).
(5) Adorno, “The Form of the Phonograph Record,” trans. Thomas Y. Levin, in
Adorno, Essays on Music, ed. Richard Leppert (Berkeley and Los Angeles, 2002),
277-282.
(6) The exceptions, famously documented, such as Florence Foster Jenkins who
brought her tone-deaf soprano to Carnegie Hall, are unfortunately cast-off as
the foolhardy whims of high society (yet expose the maliciousness of high society).
(7) Exceptions occur through karaoke imitation: your “Rainbow Connection” Kermit the Frog impressions, or British accents for Beatles songs, etc.
(8)“Because of my celebrity status, it’s easier to make business connections from
LinkedIn” – Hung in www.newsweek.com/william-hung-sad-about-end-americanidol-331464
(9) This was Michael Fried cum Clement Greenberg’s perhaps prescient marker
for theatricality and kitsch in art and where thinkers like Hito Steyerl, Boris
21
Groys, and Bruno Latour orient the object social metaphysic today.

Jesse Malmed

Sentences, like dusk jetties, arm
mostly covered. Id been masking work
abound, through and whiff karaoke
form ore than a decade. The nation
of a karaoke economy—I don’t even
gnome what that’m eanss. Its not juts
an interest in “venisons” — be the
boot lakes, converts, karaoke, midi,
adaptating incarnates or their like.
I’s also about power, about howl to
write applay, about nations of soft
power. Hard powder’s’omething: like
rocks. Mean something gmor elike
why shouldn’t we grin up pillows or
yogurt. I velve incorrectively yogurt is
vegan. I fake news even tough I have
hated Trump long before it was cool.
I’ve’d used Conversational Karaoke!!
to grapple with where to put commas
with how to make unsound with what
itmight feel like with hat journalism
looks like one we acknowledge the
subjective subjunctive what hat orm
how many microphones (the keys
being that magic makers or stickers
will work took - the microphone is
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a visual phenomenon than and then
a sonic one, despite whatever they
told you about ohms and mediation)
amplify if only, of amply.
Interactivism, like precipitation,
requites introgution: it’s spectral (what
isn’t?). Being instrumentalized with
Guitar Canters or drying dowels and
dragging trowels, an escalator to the
heavens or opening rifts between
the place your head is and images
itself. I tap my temples but dozens will
actuality jostle my thinking. I cannot
vouch for creating censors or sensors,
but rather set both off. A good fuck
word is swear: take the national swear
breakfast, the office oaf, the seven
dirty words of invective peoples. It’s
not just context, but that’s theirs too.
It’s looking in the mirror and trying
to blink fast enough to cede some
somnambulist costume. I can hear me
from the blank seat and know well that
lyrics can be form and melody content.
Jelly Marmalade maintains an
d intersect in enjambed meants.
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